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ELGAR

In the South (Alassio)
The South, sure – but Elgar’s piece doesn’t go that far. Not 
when you compare Italy to the truly austral regions that have 
inspired other composers. Vaughan Williams’s Sinfonia antartica 
is a recomposition of his music for the film Scott of the Antarctic, 
a melancholic-stoic underscore to that story of definitive 
adventure and heroic tragedy, and a piece whose coldness is a 
musical vision rather than a geographical reality. Peter Maxwell 
Davies’s Eighth Symphony was composed to a commission from 
the British Antarctic Survey. Travelling there, Davies experienced 
the sublime sounds of the ice first-hand: the ship cracking 
through the sheet ice, the surprising sonic emission of an 
avalanche, which he described as ‘the mightiest, gentlest, longest 
whisper’ – natural sounds that inspired the simultaneously 
programmatic and elemental progress of his symphony. Laura 
Bowler is working on a large-scale piece for the Manchester 
Camerata after visiting the coldest continent in January. For the 
sounds of the ice itself, listen to Chris Watson’s recordings of 
icebergs calving from the Ross Ice Shelf into the sea. 

IA IN BELL

Aurora
A bespoke genre, concertante works for solo singers which 
aren’t simple settings of words – or, in these three cases, 
which have no words at all but instead use the qualities of 
the high female voice as a uniquely expressive instrumental 
timbre. Rachmaninov’s Vocalise is the most famous of the 
genre but Glière’s Concerto for coloratura soprano and 
orchestra is even more ambitious in its dramatic range and 
full-scale concerto ambition. John Zorn’s La machine de l’être 
is the most vertiginously virtuosic piece in the genre so far, 
taking the soprano and orchestra to violent heights of fantasy 
and imagination in music inspired by one of Antonin Artaud’s 
drawings from his days in the asylum at Rodez.

R .  STR AUSS

Four Songs
The unsung (ironically!) golden threads of so many composers’ 
outputs are their songs – the places where their musical 
essences are most clearly revealed, composed throughout their 
lives as a diary and laboratory of their sharpest emotional and 
musical thoughts and feelings. Immerse yourself in the songs of 
Brahms, Liszt and Chopin, of John Cage and Ned Rorem, of 
Poulenc and Webern – and of course, in the dozens of the rest 
of Strauss’s voluptuously precise, precisely voluptuous Lieder.

BARTÓK

Concerto for Orchestra
Bartók’s might be the most famous but there are plenty of 
other concertos for orchestra, in this exclusively 20th- and 
21st-century genre of orchestral virtuosity: from Hindemith’s 
work of 1925 to Joan Tower’s of 1991, from Robin Holloway’s 
five orchestral concertos, some of the most wildly ambitious 
orchestral music of the past half century, to Petrassi’s eight 
works. For all their differences, every concerto for orchestra is 
a celebration of what’s possible when you allow these groups of 
instrumentalists up there on the stage to shine as individuals and 
as collectives.

Radio 3’s Tom Service proposes onward sonic explorations inspired 
by the music of tonight’s Prom
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